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Custom-built brain coolers ( Fig. 1A) were machined out of a solid block of aluminium using In addition to the experimental fish, three fish (total length = 24.1 ± 2.7 cm, body mass = 107 122.2 ± 52.8 g; means ± SDs) were used to test the cooling capacity of the brain coolers on 108 brain tissue. These fish were terminally anesthetised and instrumented with thermocouples 109 5 (TC-08, Picotech, Cambridgeshire, UK) in different parts of the brain (different points in 110 different fish) and subsequently thermally ramped (Fig. 2) . Close to the cranium, the cooling 111 effect was 6°C, while the ventral side of the brain was cooled by as little as 2°C. 
155
The brain coolers successfully reduced brain temperature despite being attached to the skin, 156 on the outside of the skull. The thermocouples, placed at different locations around the dorsal 157 cranium, recorded temperature reductions of 2-6°C depending on their distance from the 158 brain cooler (Fig. 2) . Brain cooling did not appear to affect whole body temperature during 159 thermal ramping, suggesting that the cooling was localised and that the temperature 160 difference between the brain and deep muscle was maintained throughout the thermal 161 ramping (Fig. 2) . This demonstrates that the external brain coolers functioned as intended.
162
External brain coolers are, therefore, effective and practical tools for investigating effects of 163 brain temperature on fish physiology and behaviour in a less invasive way than previous 164 methods using thermodes implanted inside the cranium (Friedlander et al. 1976 ).
166
There was no statistical difference in body length and mass among cod in our three 167 experimental groups: fish without brain coolers (control group), fish with brain coolers 168 flushed with ambient ramping-temperature water (instrumented control group) and fish with 169 brain coolers flushed with cool water (treatment group) ( Fig. 3) . The 173 small difference in CT max between the control and instrumented control groups (0.14˚C, 95% 174 CI = -0.31-0.67˚C) suggests that the instrumentation procedure had a minimal effect on LOE.
175
Removing a statistical outlier in the control group (23.4˚C) and one in the instrumented 176 control group (24.7˚C) reduced the mean difference in CT max with the treatment group to 177 0.51˚C (95% CI = 0.12-0.89˚C) and 0.37˚C (95% CI = -0.01-0.71˚C), respectively (Table 1, 178 Fig. S1 ).
180
The elevated CT max in brain cooled fish supports our prediction that cooling the brain 181 increases whole-organism thermal tolerance. Our results are also in accordance with an earlier 182 study in which manipulation of brain temperature in goldfish caused the same behavioural 183 effects and LOE temperatures as did warming the whole animal (Friedlander et al., 1976) .
184
These results suggest that the brain could be an important organ affecting thermal limitation 185 during acute thermal challenges in fish. However, the cooling effect of the brain coolers in 186 our study was large (2-6°C depending on the brain region), while the increase in CT max was 187 comparatively small (0.5-0.7°C). We would have expected a larger increase in whole-188 organism CT max if the brain was the sole organ controlling LOE. As CT max was only 189 marginally elevated by brain cooling, it is possible that peripheral neurons and muscles could 190 potentially have very similar thermal limits as the brain. One approach to disentangling 191 variation in thermal tolerance between these different organs and cell types could be selective 192 cooling, using externally mounted coolers similar to those used here, or by implanting 193 8 thermodes for cooling specific tissues (e.g. brain, muscle, heart) (Friedlander et al., 1976) .
194
Another path could be in situ or in vitro characterisation of thermal limits in partitioned organ 195 systems (Ern et al., 2015) .
197
During acute thermal ramping, fish can show increasing spontaneous movements at higher 198 temperatures, before ceasing righting movements at LOE (Beitinger and Lutterschmidt, 199 2011). As the cod in this study approached LOE, they suddenly appeared to reduce fin 200 movements (unquantified personal observation), which led to a loss of righting behaviour.
201
This reduction in fin movements indicated loss of motor control, which could be caused by 202 muscle dysfunction, neuronal dysfunction, or both simultaneously. If the direct effect of high 203 temperature on skeletal muscle contractility was the cause of LOE, then we should not have 204 been able to affect CT max with the brain coolers. Conversely, if the brain is solely responsible 205 for setting thermal limits, we would have observed a larger effect of brain cooling on CT max .
206
Thus., the most parsimonious explanation for our observations seems to be that the central 207 and peripheral nervous systems, and potentially the muscle, have very similar thermal limits.
209
The 'oxygen-and capacity-limited thermal tolerance' (OCLTT) hypothesis suggests that 210 upper thermal limits are set by the inability of ectothermic organisms to deliver a sufficient 211 supply of oxygen to the tissues. When warming pushes an animal's metabolic rate to levels 212 where oxygen delivery is insufficient, tissue hypoxia ensues (Pörtner and Knust, 2007 
